
 

 

 

programme 2013 

 

 

1/11-2/12   Studios  -   curated by: Υalena Kleidara 

The annual exhibition Studios organized by metamatic:taf, presents a selection of works by recent graduates of 

the Athens School of Fine Arts and emphasizes on the artistic practices that are currently developed in Greece. 

Most exhibits constitute part of the artists’ thesis, while in some cases they consist development of their work 

after graduation. The artworks of the exhibition reflect any future directions and highlight the effecting social 

factors the educational incentives, the social influences as well as the artistic references that form today’ s Greek 

artistic production. 

 

1/11-24/11    Αrktouros 20Χ20   

The environmental organization ARKTOYROS completes 20 years of action for the protection of wildlife and the 

natural environment, and organizes a retrospective exhibition to present significant moments of this difficult 

journey. Notable photographers chosen to express visually the continuous action of the organization during these 

20 years through 20 photographs that unfold Arktouros soul. 

 

25/11-2/12         Centimeters to inches   - curated by: metamatic:taf-bijoux de kant 

An exploration of vinyls’ artworks, a synthesis of covers of rare albums with an artistic interest, from collectors 

and artists. The album covers fall into a special field with artistic and communicative interest. The cover aims to 

work overtime in terms of communication, frequently influenced by the social political and cultural circumstances, 

but could sometimes the cover itself influence the mass culture of the era.  

 

6/12-13/1   Muted Distortions   -  curated by: Panagiotis Kovanis 

The exhibition aims to bring together a group of artists, architects, designers and programmers into an 

exploration on the conceptual figure of noise*. The exhibition is set up as a laboratory where instead of simply 

presenting a collection of art works, there will be hosted individual researches in terms of ongoing processes. 

Tied together by a common point of departure - the noise -, works will diffuse into a diverse set of disciplines. 

Muted Distortions are the noise, but they are also a message, a bit of information producing the rupture of 

information. 

 

17-19/1                            Festival organized by student magazine “The Kaleidoscope”  

The student magazine «The Kaleidoscope», the first free press magazine in Athens, suggests an alternative 

proposal of social activity. Along with the publication of the first issue for the year 2013, it organizes a cultural 

celebration for young artists and new creations covering the whole range of the magazine’s activities: theatre, 

music, literature, painting, photography and cinema.  



 

 

 

24/1-24/2 Lullaby monsters on the road /  Open Call - interdisciplinarity and applied arts  -  

curated by: Mariana Zikou 

The annual Open Call for interdisciplinary projects and applied arts is organized by metamatic:taf for the first time 

in 2012. The open call is addressed to artists, academics, scientists, creative professionals etc. giving them the 

opportunity to explore the overlapping areas between different and independent intellectual fields, to propose an 

interdisciplinary exhibition and implement it in the exhibition spaces of metamatic:taf.  

The selected exhibition Lullaby Monsters on the Road female voices weave melodious romances reproducing 

intimate memories from places and times unfamiliar. Lullabies rise the most loving expressions of sound over the 

horizon of the collective imaginary, composing an acoustic geography of the contemporary urbanism which 

remains secret and concealed in private acts. The aim of the exhibition is to place them in the public sphere as 

cultural and psychological documents that compose a mosaic of acoustic memories. 

 

7/3-24/3   The Non Zero-Sum Art Games - curated by:  Matthew Nevin & Ciara Scanlan (MART) 

A Non Zero Sum Game is in game theory a situation where one decision maker’ s gain (or loss) does not 

necessarily result in the other decision makers' loss (or gain) - a win-win game. They generally have both 

competitive and cooperative elements. Players engaged have some complementary interests and some interests 

that are completely opposed. Greatly influenced by Tactical Media, a rapidly growing form of media activism 

using interventions and subversive means to express and create change, MART present ‘The Non Zero-Sum Art 

Games', where a group of artists land in a sister country and have a certain number of days to create a piece of 

artwork working under a set of Rules and Regulations while taking part in workshops and discussion groups. 

 

27/3-18/4   Thesis  -  curated by: Lena Theodoropoulou  

Thesis is the platform of a strategy game. An invented hermeneutic community defines a breaking point, whose 

transgression would signify the loss of its essence, and creates a self-destruction apparatus to be automatically 

implemented once this point has been crossed. Designed according to the restrictions and liberties that 

constitute the nature of a game, Thesis investigates the action of erasure and recommencement as a possible 

choice for the community. An international group exhibition by “Create an Accident” about impossible actions, the 

notion of destruction and the construction of a new social contract. 

 

25/4-26/5     ScrapLand  – curated by: Bou brothers  

The exhibition ScrapLand is an experiential exploration of the alienating power of urban space. An architectural 

and artistic installation which visualises through a variety of creative media the uncanny of metropolises and their 

intrinsic weakness to provide the contemporary man with the personal and social space he requires. Attempting 

to represent a Scrap Land, the participating artists submit through everyday life snapshots and familiar 

landscapes their personal comment on the urban and moral decadence which nowadays consists our residential 

environment.  

 



 

 

20-26/5                               Swink – Coordinated by: Cloudtrap Visuals, Corn Studio  

The project combines swing culture with applied arts. Having as guide four basic keywords (movement, 

atmosphere, clothing, musical instruments), each participant, creative office or freelancer, is free to use any 

technique they prefer to create a poster which visualizes in their own way the concept of swing. The posters will 

be presented in an exhibition which will be opened by a colourful swing party. 

 

30/5-23/6   Love letters to ΧΑΟΣ  – curated by: Vasil ia Kagka, Katerina Stamou  

metamatic:taf proudly announces for third consecutive year the annual curatorial open call. The open call is 

addressed to young curators under 35 years old, giving them the opportunity to propose a group show of 

contemporary art and implement it at metamatic:taf’s exhibition spaces. The proposals refer to a group show with 

no restrictions in terms of artistic means.  

The chosen proposal  Love letters to CHAOS aims to comment on the social frame of the current urban 

environment, which is characterized by the relationships’ fluidity, cynicism, bureaucracy, alienation, materialism, 

consumerism as well as the instability that causes a fear for tomorrow; all seen together cause a chaos of being. 

In this environment Love transforms from the idolized form that it given by our past society and adopts the 

current colors. It is being restrained by the Ego and finds trouble in finding a receiver. 

 

26/6-2/9      Civilization – curated by: bijoux de kant 

26/6-2/9      Sensory amplifiers – curated by: deca architecture  

 

 

 


